Logistics and Supply Chain

Solution Brief

Modernizing
Logistics with 5G
Make end-to-end supply
chain transparency and
flawless operations work with
next-generation wireless

Keep the supply chain moving and
customers happy with private wireless
Customer expectations for logistics have
never been higher, and since 2020 supply
chains have never seen greater challenges.
But while a new wave of hyper connected
solutions are poised to modernize logistics automated robotics, HD video analytics,
AR/VR, massive IoT sensor networks for
predictive maintenance - IT and OT teams are
hitting a wall with existing wireless solutions.
Fortunately, private wireless is emerging as a
secure, rapidly deployable solution to connect
your new applications and devices to high
speed, ultra-reliable wireless in any
environment, in any location.
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Control costs and modernize operations with your own private wireless network
Our 4G/5G private wireless solution gives you a secure, low latency launch pad for all the new
devices and applications you need to evolve toward supply chain 4.0. Our experts design the
wireless solution to your exact use case requirements, location and environment. That means a
smooth, rapid deployment and a faster path to scale IoT, lower operating costs and build
complete visibility across the map with wireless that's built for your cloud-driven enterprise.

Key Benefits
Simplify IoT deployments and accelerate your path to launching innovations like the smart
warehouse with a secure, private wireless solution that is 100% dedicated to your priorities.
High Reliability and Low-Latency

Private and Secure

Simple to Deploy, Easy to Manage

Mobility for Innovation

Modern use cases require undisrupted access to
petabytes of real-time data across the supply
chain. Keeps IoT devices and thousands of
sensors connected with carrier-grade reliability.

Pick a location and define your use case. A
reliable wireless network can be pre-integrated
and operational fast.

Dedicated private wireless means customer
data never has to leave the walls of your
properties or cross the public internet.

Cellular connectivity gives you advanced
mobility capabilities coupled with lowlatency for reliable connectivity to IoT
sensors and smart devices.

Case Study
Modernizing Marine Corps Logistics
Challenges:
Need to meet strict US Military security
and privacy requirements
Manually counting indoor/outdoor
inventory in 10-month cycles
Goal of 40% improvement in efficiency
of logistics systems

Powering 5G-enabled IoT and building the 5G smart warehouse
We worked with the U.S. Department of Defense to design and deploy a private 5G network to
enable its 5G smart warehouse testbed at the Marine Corps Logistics Base in Albany, Georgia.
The deployment supports 5G-enabled IoT applications for use cases like robotics, barcode
scanning, and holographic augmented and virtual reality. This successful launch serves as a
reference architecture in a larger multi-year initiative to test, refine, and validate emerging 5Genabled technologies. The network also employs zero trust architecture to meet US Military
security requirements.
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Private Wireless for Enterprise

Powerful connectivity that makes
IoT, Edge and Cloud Innovation Possible
Private wireless is the answer to your growing enterprise
connectivity needs. Enterprises demand secure wireless
networks that can be trusted with mission-critical tasks. As
digital transformation and IoT become business
imperatives, private networks are a must to connect
everything from automated robotics, HD smart cameras,
digital signage and AR/VR applications.

We make private wireless easy so you can focus
on connecting new applications and devices
We take your application use case requirements and design
a pre-integrated wireless solution. That means you get
connectivity that’s as simple to deploy as Wi-Fi with the
mobility and security of carrier-grade wireless.

Key Benefits
of Private Wireless
Simplicity

Businesses can order the
service they need, and we’ll
deliver the network to bring
the service to life. Quickly.

Control

Businesses maintain secure
control of network, policies and
data, with visibility into network
performance and usage.

Cloud Scale

Automated applications and
streamlined processes delivered from
the cloud for improved efficiency that
grows as business needs grow.

Flexibility

We bring our best-in-class
solutions, partners, networks and
services to meet business
requirements.

Bringing IoT and Automation to Life

Low Cost
5G Smart AI/ML Video Agricultural AR/VR +
Warehouse
Analytics
IoT
Holograms

High performance private
wireless technology delivered
at Enterprise Wi-Fi costs.

Pick an application or use case. Let's get started.

We make it easy
to get started
with private
wireless
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Use Case
Scope

Define your
application
requirements
and locations.

Our experts
analyze your
sites to design
an optimized
solution.

Solution
Integration

After you are
fully deployed
you can call
our team for
full support.

Wireless
Design

We preintegrate the
solution and
onboard
devices.

24/7 NOC
Support

